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Abstract.

Common features of rock association, sequence of development and
emplacement of rock units, form of complex, mineralogical and chemical char
acters, and the presence of quartzite blocks are explained as resulting from the
uprise of volatile-rich basaltic magma being impeded by impervious structura
traps of quartzite. It is suggested that the association of syenite with quartzite.
alkaline basic igneous masses, and explosion-breccias is of genetic significance.

Comparison
The breccia-metagabbro-syenite complex at Fjone in South Central
Norway

(DoNs

1965) is comparable, in many respects, with explosion

breccia-appinite complexes in the Caledonian orogenic belt of Scotland.
The sequence of breccia formation, intrusion of coarse-grained basic rock
followed by intrusion of syenite at Gleann Chåman, near Glen Coe

(BowEs et al. 1963), and
(REYNOLDS 1936, GHALY

at Kiloran Bay on the island of Colonsay
1965) corresponds with that for the Fjone

complex. In each case these composite bodies have a generally oval
outline, with the breccia masses the most irregularly distributed unit.
The basic igneous rock occurs as a relatively narrow and, in parts,
discontinuous rim around an oval-shaped syenite intrusion (Fig. 1).

All of the contacts are near vertical, and the complexes have been
referred to as volcanic pipes or diatremes.
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Fig. l. Outline geological maps of complexes at Fjone, Kiloran Bay, and
Gleann Chaman (after DoNs 1965, Fig. l; REYNOLDS 1936, Fig. l; BowEs et al.
1963, Fig. 1).

The trend of the foliation or schistosity in the country rocks
adjacent to the complexes is generally consistent, but shows a varia
bility of up to 20° at Fjone, up to 50° at Kiloran Bay, and up to 40°
at Gleann Chå.rnan (Fig. 1). Adjacent to the Back Settlement ex
plosion-breccia-appinite complex near Kentallen (BowEs and WRIGHT
1961), a regionally consistent strike of bedding varies by up to 30°.
The regional structure near Back Settlement, a pitching synform with
subsidiary antiforms, is similar to the regional structure of the Fjone
district (cf. DoNs 1960, Pl. 1).
Quartzite blocks are present in the breccias and/or included in
the intrusive masses, particularly the basic intrusions, whether quartz
ite is present as a unit in the local succession or not. Most of the con
stituent blocks of the various breccias are of local derivation, with the
included quartzite blocks at Gleann Charnan being petrographically
similar to a quartzite formation known to be present at depth (BowEs
et al. 1963, Fig. 2). However, for both the Fjone and the Kiloran Bay
masses, the source of the quartzite blocks is unknown.
While blocks of local derivation are dominant in the breccias, the
blocks in the basic intrusive masses are dominantly quartzite, ex
clusively so at Fjone, Gleann Charnan, and Kiloran Bay, where the
quartzite blocks show intense corrosion and reaction (cf. DoNs 1965,
Fig. 5; BowEs et al. 1963, Figs. 4 and 5; REYNOLDS 1936, Fig. 2 and
Pl. XI Fig. 1). The products of reaction both at Gleann Charnan and
Kiloran Bay are generally syenitic with all gradations from syenitic
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Much corroded quartzite blocks in lamprophyric matrix, Rudha Mor
complex, near Kentallen, Argyll. X l.

Fig.

3.

Much corroded quartzite blocks in lamprophyric matrix which is partly

granophyric. Larger quartzite block (right) is surrounded by a dark hornblendic
rim; smaller quartzite blocks (middle left) have syenitic rims which are sur
rounded by a thin dark hornblendic rim. Marginal variety of Rudha Mor
complex, near Kentallen, Argyll. X

4.3.
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Fig. 4. Small quartzite inclusion with rim of altered feldspar surrounded by a
thin rim of hornblende (outlined). A smaller cross-section {bottom left) shows
no quartzite in the centre but the hornblende rim is more robustly crystallized.
Note the carbonate (C) and the granophyric groundmass. Marginal variety of
Rudha Mor complex, near Kentallen, Argyll. x 4.7.
rims around quartzite blocks to completely transfused blocks and
syenitic veins and stringers. In both cases the composition of the
syenite reaction rirns and veins and the central syenitic plug are
similar. No syenitic rirns have been observed to surround quartzite
blocks at Fjone, but the occurrence of syenite as patches within the
metagabbro is, at least in one place, associated with the occurrence of
quartzite blocks
(Fig.

2)

(DoNs

1965, Fig. 5). Much corroded quartzite blocks

without a surrounding reaction rim also occur in a dark,

variable lamprophyric matrix near the eastern margin of the Rudha
Mor complex

(BAILEY

and MAUFE 1960, p. 191), half a mile south

west of Back Settlement. Many of these blocks, which have very
i.iTegular and highly corroded outlines, are separated from the igneous
matrix by a hornblende-rich rim (Fig. 3) which is comparable to the
chlorite-rich rim around the quartzite blocks in the syenite at Gleann
Charnan

(BowEs

et

al. 1963, Pl. I C). Around other quartzite blocks,

particularly the smaller ones, in the same matrix is a zone of transfused
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quartzite of syenitic composition against which is found the horn
blende-rich facies of the matrix (Figs. 3 and 4). Throughout the lampro
phyric matrix are patches of micropegmatite like that found in the
metasomatised rims of quartzite blocks at Gleann Chå.rnan and Kiloran
Bay (cf.

REYNOLDS

1936, Pl.

XII,

Figs. 4 and 5). BAILEY and

MAUFE

(1960, p. 192) record that a granophyric groundmass is commonplace
among appinites of the Ballachulish district of Scotland, while the
Fjone metagabbro is 'studded with the feldspars of the syenite' (D oNs
1965, p. 62).
The outer intrusion at Fjone, Gleann Chå.rnan, and Kiloran Bay
varies from basic to ultrabasic, or ultramafic, with amphibole the
dominant mineral in the two Scottish masses. However, except at
Kiloran Bay, pyroxene and/or olivine are present or have been replaced
by lower temperature minerals, features also seen in the outer intrusion
at Rudha Mor and the appinite intrusion at Back Settlement. Similarly
there is evidence of a higher temperature mineral assemblage being
replaced by a lower temperature assemblage in the inner (syenitic)
intrusions of Fjone, Gleann Chå.rnan, and Kiloran Bay.
Apatite and pyrite and, commonly, calcite and sphene are con
spicuous in all of the masses mentioned. In most cases these minerals
show very good crystal outlines, yet they are of relatively late develop
ment. Calcite makes up 5-8% of the Fjone syenite, while around parts
of margins of the small pipe at Back Settlement

(BowEs

and

WRIGHT

1961, Fig. 3), the basic intrusive mass has been very extensively
carbonated. Carbonate also appears to be a primary constituent in
many of the rock types making up the Scottish complexes.
Volatile constituents water and carbon dioxide, together with
sulphur, chlorine, and fluorine, are present in considerable proportions
in the basic igneous masses, and their effects can be seen in two distinct
stages in the development of the Scottish complexes. Firstly, there
was a general build-up of water vapour pressure, as shown by changing
mineralogy, to a stage where minerals grew under conditions of
rhythmic variation at high gas pressure (BowEs, KINLOCH and WRIGHT
1964). Secondly, there was a stage during which gas streaming played
an important role in the upward transport of breccia blocks, the
emplacement of the crystallizing magma, and the alteration of already
crystallized mineral assemblages. The dreikanter-shaped blocks in the
breccia at Kilkenny, Donegal

(PITCHER

and READ 1952, Pl. XV),
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provide spectacular evidence of the first-mentioned effect (cf.
and

BowEs 1961, p. 310),
(DONS 1965, p. 57).

WRIGHT

while gas-coring has been invoked at Fjone

The igneous masses of Fjone, and the various Scottish masses
referred to, consistently have alkaline affinities. This is indicated by
the composition of the appinite intrusion at Back Settlement, which
corresponds closely in composition with that of a potassic basalt

( BowEs, KINLOCH

and

WRIGHT 1964, Table I). In
{REYNOLDS 1936, Table
(DoNs 1965, Table l) show alkaline affinities.

syenitic rocks from Colonsay
Fjone

addition, the
Il) and from

Genesis
The common features of rock association, sequence of development
and emplacement, the comparable form of the various masses, the
correspondence of structural features in adjacent rocks, the presence
of quartzite blocks regardless of the presence or apparent absence of
this rock type in the region, and the many common mineralogical and
chemical features, all suggest the operation of the same or similar
processes under comparable conditions. Noticeable features relating
to the genesis of the masses are the development of explosion-breccias
associated with high volatile concentrations, the primary nature of the
basic intrusions, and the secondary nature of the syenitic masses.
The various features of the Fjone and the Scottish complexes
appear to be adequately explained on the basis of the uprise of a
volatile-rich basaltic magma being impeded by impervious structural
traps. The trap at Back Settlement was a drag anticline on a large
syncline and the impervious rock a massive quartzite about three
hundred metres thick. The regional structure at Fjone and the presence
of quartzite blocks and inclusions in the Fjone, Gleann Charnan, and
Kiloran Bay complexes suggest that in these places similar structural
traps were breached. An additional structural control in the develop
ment of the explosion pipes appears to have been the open folds,
generally steeply plunging, which deform the regionally developed
planar structure in each area.
The high volatile content of the basic intrusions, the association
with explosive brecciation, and the mineralogical evidence of crystal
lization at high gas pressure support the suggestion that the uprise of
magma was impeded. The relatively faster upward movement of the
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volatiles, particularly water, resulted in a preferential upward trans
port and concentration of potassium, possibly due to the relatively
high concentration of potassium in alkali chloride solution coexisting
with calcic plagioclase (cf.

ORVILLE

1958, p. 121). The product was an

alkali basalt magma. The control of water vapour pressure on the
crystallizing phases

( YODER

and

TILLEY

1962, Fig. 29) resulted in

variations in mineral assemblage from intrusion to intrusion and within
individual intrusions. These variations are dependent upon the rate
of increase of vapour pressure (and gas concentration) and the situ
ation within the pipe. However, amphibole generally crystallized in
place of olivine and pyroxene.
The high concentration of volatiles, particularly water and carbon
dioxide, but possibly also acid gases such as HF and HCl, the high
gas pressure combined with the high temperature resulting both from
magmatic heat and from the temperature increase due to pressure
increase, led to the corrosion of the quartzite forming the trap and its
transfusion to form syenitic material. With crystallization, gas pressure
reached a level at which explosive release of gas took place causing
brecciation and the partial destruction of the trap. The crystallizing
magma moved upwards, incorporating quartzite blocks. During the
ensuing period of increase of gas pressure prior to the next explosive
release, the development of syenitic material was accelerated, the
blocks of the brecciated part of the quartzite as well as the remaining
part of the trap being subject to transfusion.
Evidence that the Fjone syenite developed at relatively high
temperatures is given by the M-twinning of the microcline, while the
absence of chilling of the basic igneous masses against syenitic rims of
quartzite blocks at Gleann Charnan and Kiloran Bay also suggests a
relatively high temperature of formation for the syenitic material. The
correspondence of some mineralogical characteristics in the syenitic
rims and host basic matrix (e.g.

REYNOLDS

1936, p. 385) adds further

support. However, where the basic igneous mass does show chilling
against quartzite blocks, as in the small pipe at Back Settlement

( BowEs

and

WRIGHT 1961,

Pl.

XIX

B), the blocks show no corrosion,

syenitic rims are absent, and no syenitic member of the complex has
been observed.

While both basic

and

syenitic masses show internal evidence of a

relatively high temperature, they occur as small pipe-like masses in
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cold, brittle rock, with the Gleann Chåman syenite cooling against
quartzite blocks showing no transfusion (BoWEs et al. 1963, Pl. I C).
Mineralogically there is evidence of a great decrease in gas pressure
after the development of rhythmic variations associated with increase
and explosive release of gas (BOWE S, KINLOCH and WRIGHT 1964). In
addition, there is much evidence of gas streaming in the small pipe at
Back Settlement and hydrothermal activity at Fjone. This has resulted
in the development of low temperature mineral assemblages. These
changes in condition reflect the breaching of the structural trap, the
explosive upward emplacement of magma, and subsequent gas
streaming and solution activity.
The variations in volatile content and viscosity of the crystallizing
basic magma and of the secondary syenitic material would control the
method of their emplacement. Upward intrusion of any accumulation
of viscous, volatile-poor syenitic magma would be slow and follow the
rapid explosive upward movement of the volatile-rich crystallizing
basic magma containing quartzite blocks and their transfused rims
and possibly large felspar crystals forming in the syenitic magma. The
trails of syenite leading from quartzite blocks at Kiloran Bay (cf.
REYNOLDS 1936, Pl. XI, Fig. 2) and the different relations shown be
tween quartzite, syenite, and basic igneous rock at Fjone (cf. DoNs
1965, Fig. 5), Rudha Mor (Figs. 3 and 4), and Gleann Chåman show
arrested stages in the formation of syenite and its movement.
The wide variability shown by the basic intrusive masses, with
ultramafic and ultrabasic patches and variations in grain size, result
from explosive uprise of crystals and magma. Subsequent alteration
and recrystallization (e.g. the metagabbro at Fjone) took place during
the continued uprise of escaping volatiles. Where carbon dioxide is
abundant, extreme alteration results in completely carbonated rocks.
Geological implications

While the Fjone and Scottish complexes under discussion are small,
being less than a few hundred metres across, igneous masses several
kilometres across, consisting of marginal basic-ultrabasic types and a
central plug of syenite, occur in Northem Scotland. Both the Loch
Ailsh and Loch Borollan masses have steeply dipping contacts (PAR
SONS 1965) and form large pipe-shaped masses. These and the associ-
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ated rocks of the Assynt Alkaline Suite have been equated wit:h the
syenitic types in the Ratagain Complex on the Ross-shire-Inverness
shire boundary ( NICHOLLS 1951), where ultrabasic and appinitic rocks
occur as the marginal intrusion. The appinitic rocks of the Northern
Highlands of Scotland are comparable with those in the type area of
the South-West Highlands, including their association with explosive
activity (BOWES, GHALY and WRIGHT 1965). Accordingly, it is neces
sary to consider the possibility that a significant factor in the develop
ment of syenitic magma in pipe-like masses was reaction with rock
(particularly quartzite) forming a trap impeding the uprise of a
volatile-rich alkaline basic magma.
The association of syenitic (and equivalent extrusive rocks) with
carbonatites and with ultrabasic masses and explosion-breccias is well
known (e.g. WRIGHT and BowEs 1963, p. 82), being exemplified in the
Fen area of Norway (BERGSTOL and SVINNDAL 1960) and the African
Rift Valleys (KING and SUTHERLAND 1960, p. 710). Within this
association reaction phenomena with siliceous material has been de
scribed (HoLMES 1936). Hence, while the Fjone and Scottish complexes
represent phenomena which took place at relatively high levels in the
crust, similar processes and resultant products could be of significance
very deep in the crust. This suggestion is similar to the postulation of
0FTEDAHL (1952) that the intermediate and acid magmas in the Oslo
region were formed by mobilization of the lower part of the continental
crust, a process requiring only small chemical changes to produce
mildly alkaline magmas out of the basic granodiorites of the subcrust
(BARTH 1954).
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